


We don’t brag about  

being the best, we’ll let  

you decide on your own.

WELCOME 

    to the Milky world



Our story started in a little, 28 square meters, 

shop in Zagreb back in 2014. From the 

beginning, we knew that in order to excel we 

need to do things our way. To do it better.

Our shop was designed differently and in it, 

we were first to offer the “create your crepe” 

principle. Seeing people enjoy our creations 

inspired us to try even harder to put smiles 

on their faces each and every time. The word 

spread and within a few months our little shop 

became crowded with all kinds of people 

from all over the town connected by one 

thing - love for deliciously tasting, beautifully 

decorated, and generously portioned crepes.  

Milky brand was born. Soon we opened 

another shop in Zagreb. And then another 

one... Today Milky, only 6 years later, has over 

25 shops in 7 countries.

THE BEGINNINGS

Sorry, Ronald the clown 
and your yellow arches, 
but our expansion rate 
beats you by mile :)



Customer satisfaction is what we care about 

the most. Only premium ingredients find 

their way to Milky crepe and only trained 

“crepe-masters” are allowed to make them. 

It may be not the easiest way, but it is our 

way and cutting corners never was part of 

it. We don’t only sell crepes, we are creating 

an atmosphere of a fine dining restaurant 

in a pleasant ambience, offering top quality 

service and delicious gastronomy. 

We tend to choose restaurant locations 

wisely so people could reach us easily and 

we willingly share all our experience with our 

franchise partners. As for our customers, we 

take great care of our partners, helping and 

guiding them every step of the way. Knowing 

that almost all of our partners have at least  

2 franchises and are planning further 

openings, we can say that our way works 

pretty well and that we succeed to create  

a winning formula.

OuR Way

Cutting corners 
never was and never 
will be part of it.



Today, with over 25 restaurants in 7 countries, 

Milky is, we would dare to say, the biggest 

creperie chain in the world. Throughout 

our journey, we managed to outgrow the 

connection with fast food creperies and 

establish ourselves as a restaurant chain. 

Whether you come to enjoy with your loved 

ones, gather with your friends, or to do 

business with your partners, Milky is your 

destination. You don’t stop by, you go to Milky.

Recently we acknowledged that we outgrew 

the brand identity we started with back in our 

first shop and that our current position asks 

for something bigger as well. We started the 

complete rebranding process in 2020 with a 

new logo and soon we’ll be proud to present 

you with an entirely new Milky brand identity.

MILky TOday

The biggest  
creperie chain  
in the world.



From sweets lover for sweets lovers. That 

was the guideline of Milky’s story so far, and 

we intend to follow it for a long time coming. 

We never stopped searching for new tastes 

and flavors to create an even better offer and 

bring more pleasure to our customers. 

From the beginning, we knew that there 

couldn’t be only one Milky shop. That would 

be more than cruel to humanity, so we strived 

to bring the joy of Milky crepes to as many 

people and as many countries as possible. 

Our top-secret formula of great success 

is: never stop trying to be the best to our 

customers, good to our employees, loyal to 

franchise partners, and honest to suppliers. 

Though it looks pretty simple, only a few 

manage to do it right.

OuR PHILOSOPHy

Never stop trying  
to be the best.



Making predictions is never easy, especially in 

these turbulent times. We think that setting 

goals and making plans to reach them is 

a much better way to be prepared for the 

future. We aspire to open Milky restaurants 

all around the world because, in our opinion, 

mankind needs them.

But that’s only the first part of the plan. In 

the very near future, there’s more to come 

from Milky’s kitchen. We’re going to launch 

Milky Coffee soon to be followed by Milky 

Chocolate and Milky Spreads and many 

other sweet things. We plan to make Milky’s 

delicacies widely accessible through the 

supermarket network and get even more 

people in touch with Milky.

No one can tell what the future brings, 

but we can tell you that, surely, we are not 

thinking about stopping.

MILky TOMORROW

Surely, we are  
not thinking  
about stopping.



As you could see, Milky is more than just 

another business idea. It’s a way of life. And as 

in everything else, the secret of success lays in 

balancing. We are trying to hit that sweet spot 

of balance between doing business and still 

having fun along the way.

Throughout the years we created a circle  

of people gathered around our idea. We like 

to call it Milky community. Every now and 

then we tend to meet and spend some time 

together. We simply pick a time and place, 

relax, and have fun just as you would do it with 

your long time friends. Along with that, we 

keep in touch on daily basis and we are always 

here to advise and support each other.

 MILky COMMuNITy

For better or worse, 
Milky won’t leave 
you hanging.



Milky idea was appealing to people early 

on so, pretty soon after we started, we 

implemented franchising. Along the way, in 

cooperation with our partners, we developed 

and fine-tuned Milky’s franchise model that 

proved successful and gratifying for both 

sides. We offer our partners all we have 

learned so far, guiding them and helping 

them not to do mistakes we once did. 

We bring to the table a renowned Milky 

brand, along with our know-how, experience, 

and support, and all you have to do is take it. 

FRaNCHISE

Together we can  
conquer the world.



Is it possible that you still  

haven’t made up your mind? jOIN uS



MIlKYglOBAl.COM


